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Abstract

Our objective is to model the visual manifold of ob-
ject appearance corresponding to geometric transforma-
tion. We learn a generative model for object appearance
where the appearance of the object at each new frame is a
function that maps from a conceptual representation of the
geometric transformation space into the visual manifold. By
learning such generative model we can infer the geometric
transformation (track) directly from the tracked object ap-
pearance. As a result tracking can be achieved in a closed
form and therefore can be done very efficiently.

1 Introduction

Tracking objects in the visual scene is an essential com-
puter vision task with many applications in robotics, hu-
man computer interaction, surveillance, and in medical ap-
plications. In the last two decades, extensive research in
the computer vision field have focused on problems related
to visual motion and tracking. Such interest in tracking is
part of wider research that address problems related to time-
variant images including detection of motion, quantifying
image motion, recovering 3D motion, recognizing motion,
modeling object motion, recovering object structure from
motion, etc.

Tracking is typically posed as a search problem in a ge-
ometric transformation parameter space as well as in body
configuration space (for articulated objects) and/or in defor-
mation space (for nonrigid objects). Generally, tracking is
based on learning an invariant object representation, then
searching for the best fit. Various appearance representa-
tions have been used as an invariance for tracking such as
texture appearance templates, e.g. [2], or through linear sub-
space representation [4, 12] or through filter response [14].
Appearance can also be represented through global statis-
tical representations [3, 6]. Given such invariance, track-
ing is a search problem in the parameter space(s) which can
be achieved through a nonlinear optimization framework,
e.g. [4], through sampling the space, e.g., [13], maximiz-
ing a classifier score as in SVM tracking [1, 17], or in a
closed form, e.g. [16] for tracking image batches.

Our goal is to achieve trackers that can directly infer such
parameters from object appearance through learned mod-
els of the visual manifolds of such parameter spaces. As
an object moves in the 3D world different views of the ob-
ject might be visible and also, the object will appear under
different illumination conditions. So, obviously, object ap-
pearance through time is a function of view, illumination,
articulation, deformation, etc., and, therefore the resulting
visual manifold are quite complicated given all these con-
ceptually orthogonal factors. However, attempt has been
made for modelling object appearance as function of some
of these factors. For example, in [4] different views of
the object can be represented using a linear subspace rep-
resentation using PCA. Similarly, Linear subspace analysis
was also shown, empirically and theoretically, to be able to
model infinite illumination space as in [10] and others.

Our objective in this paper is to learn a representation
of the appearance of the object given a class of geometric
transformation in a way that facilitates the recovery of such
transformation parameters at tracking time in a closed form.
In order to achieve this we need to model the visual mani-
fold of object appearance corresponding to geometric trans-
formation. However this is quite a challenging task given
the above mentioned factors. Therefore, in this paper we
focus on geometric transformation assuming all other fac-
tors are invariant. We consider the tracking problem as a
learning problem where a generative model for object ap-
pearance is learned off-line. That is, the appearance of the
object at each new frame is a function that maps the ap-
pearance of the object given a particular geometric transfor-
mation to the visual input. This is achieved through learn-
ing a smooth nonlinear mapping function from a conceptual
representation of the transformation space to the actual vi-
sual manifold in a way which facilitates the recovery of the
transformation parameter at each new frame. This yields
a very efficient closed-form tracking procedure that we ap-
plied successfully to track image regions.

The paper is organized as follows: section 2 and 3 de-
scribe the learning approach. Section 4 describes how to
use the learned model in tracking image regions. Section 5
shows some experimental results and evaluations.



2 Problem Definition

Suppose that we want to track a rigid object that under-
goes a geometric transformation which can be parameter-
ized in the image space (e.g., translation, rotation, affine,
etc.) and suppose that we are looking through an image
window W that lies inside the object. This window can be
large enough to contain the whole object or small around a
point feature. Of course, if there is enough texture in W we
can recover the geometric transformation. This is typically
posed as a search problem in the geometric transformation
parameter space for the optimal parameters that minimize
some correlation-based metric. However, in this paper, we
try to pose this problem as a learning problem where we
learn to recover the transformation parameters directly from
the appearance of the image window W .

The appearance of an image window, such as W , repre-
sents a point in a high dimensional visual input space. If the
object undergoes a geometric transformation, the observed
intensity at W will change and this change corresponds to
moving along a certain manifold in the visual input space
defined by W . Since the geometric transformation space,
e.g. translation, is low in dimensionality, we know that vi-
sual manifold corresponding to such transformation is also
low in dimensionality. However such manifold is embed-
ded in a high dimensional image space observed through the
image window. Based on the geometry and the appearance
(texture) of the tracked object, such manifold is nonlinear
and might twist and and even self intersect. The manifold
also can be degenerate to a lower dimension (for example
consider the aperture problem). In such case the recovery
of the geometric transformation will not be possible.

The bottom line is that the dimensionality of the visual
manifold is less than or equal to the dimensionality of the
corresponding geometric transformation space (assuming
no other factors affecting the appearance.) If we consider
the case where the visual manifold is not degenerate, then
we can establish a one to one mapping between a concep-
tual representation of the geometric transformation mani-
fold and the corresponding visual manifold. If such map-
ping is established, then we can directly infer the geometric
transformation from the object appearance.

If we consider learning mappings between a geometric
transformation space and a visual input space we have to
face the nonlinearity mentioned above. The first question
then is what form of mapping can we use? The second ques-
tion is which direction can we learn the mapping? Since we
need to recover the transformation parameters, it might be
obvious to map from the visual space to the transformation
space. But such mapping is ill-defined, considering the de-
generate cases mentioned above. Besides this degeneracy,
there are practical issues related to the high dimensional-
ity of such mapping that will be discussed. On the other
hand, the geometric transformation space is well-defined

conceptually and, fortunately, if we consider tracking ap-
plications, only a very small range of the parameter space
is relevant between consecutive frames. So, our goal is to
learn a generative model of object appearance as a function
of the geometric transformation parameters. This can be
achieved through learning a nonlinear mapping from a con-
ceptual representation of the transformation space into the
visual input manifold. We learn a nonlinear mapping using
a semi-parametric radial basis function formulation in a way
similar to [9, 8]. Obviously, such mapping is not necessar-
ily invertible to recover the transformation parameters. So
we need to find a good and efficient approximation for the
inverse, as well as, to define the criteria where such inverse
is good enough.

The third question we address is how can this formula-
tion be useful for tracking? Obviously, if we achieve such
learning, the transformation parameters can be inferred di-
rectly and the tracking can be done very efficiently. How-
ever, can the learning be affordable to be done as an initial-
ization step. This requires that we decompose the learning
procedure to parts which do not depend on the tracked ob-
ject which can be done off-line and parts that can be done
efficiently at initialization.

3 Conceptual Manifold Map

Let the visual input space be defined as the intensity ob-
served through an image window W located inside the ob-
ject to be tracked and be represented as a vector y ∈ R

d. If
the underlying region (object) undergoes a geometric trans-
formation T (·; a) with parameters a between two frames
while W remain fixed, then the observed intensity through
W is a function of the parameter a. In tracking the object
motion is limited between frames to certain domain of the
parameter space. Let us denote such domain by Ω and de-
note the initial parameter as ao.

Given a set of distinctive representative points X =
{xi ∈ R

e, i = 1 · · ·N} ⊂ Ω on the parameter space,
where e is the dimensionality of the parameter space, and
their corresponding visual inputs Y = {yi = T (y;xi), i =
1 · · ·N} (transformed images observed throughW), we can
learn a nonlinear mapping between the conceptual parame-
ter space, represented byX , and visual input manifold, rep-
resented by Y . This can be achieved by a set of nonlinear
mapping functions f k(x), one for each pixel k in the visual
input, that approximates f k(xi) ∼= yk

i = T (yk;xi), i =
1 · · ·N and minimizes a regularized risk criteria

H(fk) =
N∑

i=1

‖ fk(xi) − yk
i ‖ +λΦ[fk] (1)

where Φ[f ] is a smoothness functional and λ is a regulariza-
tion parameter. For the purpose of modeling the visual man-
ifold of geometric transformation, we need a measure of
smoothness that limits the oscillation of the function which



can be achieved by defining a smoothness functional that
limits the energy at high frequency domain, as suggested
in [11], in the form

Φ[f ] =
∫

Re

ds | f̃(s) |2 /Φ̃(s) (2)

where Φ̃ falls to zero as ‖s‖ → ∞ and ˜ indicates the
fourier transform. A special class of such stabilizers are
radial symmetric stabilizers which are invariant under ro-
tation and translation. In particular Duchon [7] multivari-
ate splines uses a smoothness functional of the the form of
equation 2 with Φ̃ = 1/‖s‖2m which yields basis function
of the form

φ(x) =
{ ‖x‖2m−eln‖x‖ if 2m > e and e is even

‖x‖2m−e otherwise
(3)

Examples of this family include thin-plate spline (φ(u) =
u2log(u)), biharmonic (φ(u) = u) and triharmonic
(φ(u) = u3) splines. Another example of radial stabiliz-
ers is stabilizer where Φ̃ = e−‖s‖/β in which case Gaussian
function is the basis function and β is a positive scale pa-
rameter.

In general if Φ is symmetric it can be shown [7, 5] that
functions of the form

fk(x) = pk(x) +
N∑
i

wk
i φ(|x − xi|), (4)

minimizes equation 1 where φ(·) is a real valued basic func-
tion, wi are real coefficients, | · | is the norm on Re, p is a
linear polynomial of degree m ≤ e. We use first degree
polynomials, i.e., pk(x) = ck

� · [1 x]� with coefficients
ck. To insure orthogonality the following constraints (side
conditions) are imposed:

N∑
i=1

wipj(xi) = 0, j = 1, · · · ,m

where pj are the linear basis of p. Such added constraints
make the problem well posed, i.e., we haveN+e equations
in N + e unknowns.

Given the representative sets of points in the transforma-
tion space {xi} and their corresponding visual inputs (trans-
formed images) {yi} the mapping coefficients for pixel k,
wk

i and ck, can be obtained by solving a system of linear
equations

(
A+ λI P
P� 0

)(
wk

ck

)
=

(
yk

0

)
, (5)

where Ai,j = φ(|xj − xi|), i, j = 1 · · ·N , P is a
matrix with i-th row [1 x�

i ], wk = (wk
1 · · ·wk

N )� and
yk = [yk

1 · · · yk
N ]� is N × 1 vector containing pixel k for

each of the transformed images. The whole mapping can be
written in a matrix form as

f(x) = B · ψ(x) (6)

whereB is a d×(N+e+1) dimensional matrix with the k-th
row [wk

1 · · ·wk
N ck

T

] andψ(x) is theN+e+1 dimensional
vector

ψ(x) = [φ(|x − x1|) · · ·φ(|x − xN |) 1 x�]�. (7)

Therefore the solution for B can be obtained by directly
solving the linear systems

(
A+ λI P
P� 0

)
B� =

(
Y
0(e+1)×d

)
, (8)

where Y is (N × d) matrix containing the transformed im-
ages, i.e., Y = [y1 · · · yN ]�. In terms of kernel learning
theory, equation 6 shows that a linear mapping can be es-
tablished between a kernel induced space defined by the
empirical kernel map [15] in equation 7 given the set of
points X .

Notice, that for learning such mapping from the concep-
tual transformation space into the visual input space, the
left hand side matrix in equation 8 does not depend on the
tracked region since both A and P depends only on the
the positions of the points {xi} in the transformation space.
Such matrix and its inverse can be computed off-line given
a fixed points in the transformation space and therefore so-
lution of the multiple systems will only reduce to a matrix
multiplication given the right hand side.

4 Tracking

4.1 Solving for the Inverse

The generative model defined by the nonlinear mapping
in equation 6 maps from a conceptual transformation space
to a visual input space, i.e., it can be used to synthesize (in-
terpolate) the observed intensity at image window W given
transformation parameter x within the domain Ω used in
the learning. However, we are interested in tracking, i.e.,
recovering transformation parameters x given the observed
intensity in image window W . Therefore, we are interested
in the inverse of the mapping, i.e., a discriminative model
(mapping from the visual input to the transformation space
). One option is to learn such inverse mapping using the
same framework described in section 3. However, this is
not feasible for the following reasons:

1. The inverse mapping is a mapping from R
d to R

e

where d � e , i.e., a mapping from a high dimen-
sional space. Without enough sampling of the input
space, such inverse mapping will not be constrained
and therefore will not be able to interpolate given new
images. However, learning the generative mapping



(from the transformation space to the input space) is
feasible and can generalize since it involved multi-
ple mappings from a low dimensional transformation
space to each individual pixel i.e., from R

e to R.

2. Learning the inverse mapping in the form of equation 8
will require computation of the matrix A for each
tracked target region which is not practical. Learning
generative mapping did not require such computation
since the matrixA does not depend on the target region
in this case.

3. The inverse mapping in not necessarily a function if
we consider degenerate cases (the aperture problem).

For these reasons, our framework is based on computing an
approximate inverse for the direct mapping instead of learn-
ing the inverse mapping itself. Given the observed intensity
y ∈ R

d through the image window, it is required to find the
corresponding transformation x ∈ R

e by solving for the in-
verse of the mapping. Each input yields a set of d nonlinear
equations in e unknowns (or one e-dimensional unknown).
Therefore a solution for x can be obtained by solving the
nonlinear system

x∗ = argxmin||y −Bψ(x)|| (9)

However because of the linear polynomial part in the in-
terpolation function in equation 4, the vector ψ(x) has a
special form that facilitates an efficient least square linear
closed form approximation for x.

Notice that the rank of the matrix B is at most N since
there are N RBF centers. The rank of B can be less thanN
if the mapping is degenerate which can happen if the win-
dow W has no enough texture to recover the transforma-
tion x. in this case different points in the transformation
space maps to the same visual input (aperture problem).
This issue will be discussed in the next section. There-
fore, Moore-Penrose generalized-inverse of the matrix B
can be obtained by decomposing the matrix B using SVD
such that B = USV T where U is d × (N + e + 1) and
V is (N + e + 1) × (N + e + 1) and S is a diagonal
(N+e+1)×(N+e+1). The vectorψ(x) can be recovered
simply by

ψ(x) = V ŚUT y

where Ś is the diagonal matrix obtained by taking the in-
verse of the nonzero singular values in S the diagonal ma-
trix. However, because of the special form of the vector
ψ(x) we only need the last e elements of the vector. There-
fore, a least square linear approximation for x can be recov-
ered by considering linear weight matrix C such that

x = C · y (10)

whereC is an e×dmatrix obtained by taking the last e rows
from the pseudo-inverse (U ŚV T )T . Equation 10 shows a

closed form solution to obtain the geometric transformation
x as a linear weighted sum of the observed intensity in im-
age window W . Notice that such linear weights are approx-
imate solution to equation 9. This is different from directly
fitting a linear model between the transformation space and
the visual input space. This will be shown in section 5.

4.2 Tracking Procedure

The basic assumption in tracking is that the geometric
transformation for tracked target region will be small be-
tween consecutive frames. That will limit the search space
for the geometric transformation parameters (displacement)
at each new frame. In our framework, there is no explicit
search required at each new frame. Instead, given a learned
nonlinear mapping from a geometric transformation space
into a visual input space represented by an image window,
at each new frame, the appearance of that image window
is used to drive the geometric transformation parameters in
a closed form using the learned tracking weights in equa-
tion 10. If the “displacement” between frames is within
the learned parameter domain then such displacement can
be recovered. Notice that the inverse mapping solution ob-
tained above facilitates for sub-pixel interpolation for the
displacement or for the geometric transformation parame-
ters in general. Given the recovered parameters, the target
window is then warped using these parameters to compen-
sate for such transformation which will retain the appear-
ance of the window as the mapping of the coordinate center
of the geometric transformation domain, ao. We can sum-
marize the tracking procedure as follows:

Off-line: Given a set of representative points xi, i = 1 · · ·N in
the geometric transformation space, compute A,P

Pre-tracking (learning): Given image window W
• Compute yi = T (y;xi)

• Compute the coefficient matrix B

• Compute SVD of B

• Compute the weights C

Tracking: Given initial window Wto

For each new frame t

• yt = observed intensity through Wt−1

• Compute transformation xt = C · yt

• Warp image window coordinates:
Wt = T (Wt−1; xt)

The tracking can be done very efficiently since it in-
volves only one matrix multiplication per frame. The main
computational cost of the tracking is in the pre-tracking step
which is performed only at initialization. The pre-tracking



involves three steps: 1) compute transformed image win-
dow which can be performed very efficiently. For example,
if we consider translation only, then any transformed im-
age can be obtained just by indexing the original image at
a displaced window, i.e., no actual computation is required.
Learning other geometric transformation such as rotations
or affine will require warping the image window. 2) The
computation of the coefficient matrix B reduces to only a
matrix multiplication since the left hand side matrix and its
inverse is computed off-line. 3) The main computational
cost is the SVD decomposition of B. Note that only the
first (N + e + 1) columns of the U matrix are needed. It
is important to mention that the tracked window can be of
any shape and that using color or other image features to
describe the appearance is straight forward.

4.3 Tracking Example: Tracking a Rigid Object

To illustrate a learning example, we use the coke pick up
sequence from [4] as an example of a rigid body tracking.
Figure 1-a shows the initial frame and the image window
used in the learning. We learn a nonlinear mapping from
the space of translations and rotation to the visual input rep-
resented by the marked image window. The centers for the
RBFs were chosen at -4, -2, 0, 2, 4 pixels for both the hor-
izontal and vertical translations and at -2,-1,0,1,2 degrees
for the rotation, i.e., 125 RBF centers were used. Figures 1-
b,c,d show the learned tracking weights for the horizontal,
vertical displacements and the rotation respectively where
bright and dark pixels indicates high magnitude weights
with positive and negative signs respectively. As apparent
from the figures, the learned weights are correlated with im-
age features. For example, the weights that drive the hori-
zontal displacement are oriented with vertical edges. Sim-
ilarly the weights that drive the vertical displacement are
oriented with horizontal edges. The weights that drives the
rotation are correlated with edges away from the center of
the window. Figure 2 shows the tracking result. The tracker
can successfully recover the translation and rotation param-
eters in closed-form for the entire sequence. Notice that
the tracker is robust to partial occlusion. The coke can is
partially visible in the image in the last 30 frames of the
sequence, however, the tracker can correctly estimate geo-
metric transformation from the visible part. Further analysis
of this example will be shown in section 5.

5 Experimental Result

In this section we show some tracking results using the
proposed framework for tracking image regions as well as
some comparisons with other learning approaches. We al-
ready have shown an example for rigid object tracking us-
ing the coke sequence in section 4.3 and figure 2. Here
we elaborate on this example to show the robustness of the
tracker in presence of image noise and to compare it to al-
ternative mapping approaches. We compare four possible

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 1. a- Image window used in learning. b,c,d- ob-
tained weights for horizontal, vertical displacement and ro-
tation respectively

60 85 100

115 122 130

146 160

Figure 2. Tracking the coke can by recovering transla-
tion and rotation in a closed form using the learned linear
weights shown in figure 1. Notice, the tracking is robust to
partial occlusion as in frame 146,160

forms of mappings between the conceptual manifold repre-
sentation and the visual input space. In all the cases we
have an initial image window (figure 1-a) represented as
y ∈ R

d that we used to obtain a set of transformed im-
ages {yi = T (y;xi), xi ∈ R

e, i = 1 · · ·N} using transfor-
mation parameters xi. We also generated different evalu-
ation sets of noisy transformed images using new disjoint
set of transformation parameters {xj , j = 1 · · ·M} and
adding Gaussian noise δσ ≈ N (0, σ2) at each pixel with
varying σ in the range 0 to 50. i.e., the evaluation sets are
{ýσ

j = T (y; x́j) + δσ, j = 1 · · ·M,σ = 0 · · · 50}. We used
49 points for learning and 120 points for evaluation all rep-
resenting translation in the range -6,6 pixels. Given the set
{(xi, yi)} we fit four different forms of mapping as follows:

1- Generative Nonlinear Map: This is the approach pro-
posed in this paper where the mapping is from the concep-
tual manifold representation to the visual input in the form
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Figure 3. Error in recovering geometric transformation with different mappings as a function of image noise.

of equation 6 and the tracking is performed in closed form
using the weights obtained in equation 10.
2- Discriminative Nonlinear Map: This is a nonlinear map
from the visual input to the conceptual manifold represen-
tation in the form of xi = Bψ(yi) fitted in the same way
described in section 3. In this case the tracking is done di-
rectly by evaluating the mapping at each evaluation image
ýj .
3- Generative Linear Map: This is a linear map from the
conceptual manifold representation to the visual input in the
form yi = Bxi where B is a d × e matrix. The tracking is
performed by computing x = B+y using the pseudo in-
verse B+.
4- Discriminative Linear Map: This is a linear mapping
from the visual input into the conceptual representation in
the form xi = Byi.

All the four mapping approaches are evaluated using the
noisy image sets {x́j , ý

σ
j }. The error metric used is the

mean distance between estimated transformation parame-
ters and ground truth parameters. Figures 3-a,b show the
mean error and the maximum error for each of the learn-
ing approaches over the different evaluation sets. As can
be noticed from the figures, the proposed nonlinear gen-
erative map with approximate closed-form inverse solution
has the least error and is the most robust to noise even with
high level of image noise, e.g., σ = 50. Notice also, that
mean error is less than one pixel, i.e., we can reach sub-
pixel estimate of the transformation parameters. We also
evaluated different kernels for the conceptual manifold map
including polynomial kernels, Thin plate spline, Gaussian,
biharmonic, and triharmonic kernels. Figure 3-c shows the
obtained errors (mean error, maximum error, mean rounded
error) using each of the kernels. As can be noticed from the
figure, all kernels show qualitatively similar results.

Figure 4 shows results for tracking a face. The person
head is moving as well as the camera. The tracker can suc-
cessfully recover translation and rotation in closed form for
about 800 frames. The tracker finally failed when the cam-
era moved abruptly such that the transformation between
frames fell out of the learned range.

Figure 5 shows tracking two blobs (head and torso) of a
walking person. The tracker successfully recover the trans-
formation parameters in a closed-form for the whole se-

85 184 300

354 453 560

590 620 660

713 771 811

Figure 4. Tacking a Face: recovering translation and ro-
tation in a closed-form for over 800 frames.

quence. Notice that, for the torso blob, the hand articula-
tion changes the appearance of the tracked window, yet the
tracker is robust to such changes.

Figure 6 shows an example of tracking a full body. There
is a lot of variation in person appearance through the se-
quence due to articulation and changing pose w.r.t. the
camera. The tracker can successfully recovers translation
parameters in a closed-form despite the big changes in ap-
pearance relative to the small size of the tracked window.

6 Conclusion & Future Work

In this paper we showed how can we recover the geo-
metric transformation parameters between frames in closed-
form by learning a nonlinear generative model of object ap-
pearance which maps from a conceptual representation of
the geometric transformation manifold and the actual visual
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Figure 5. Tacking two blobs in ’walking straight’ se-
quence

1211 1228 1290

1340 1417 1450

Figure 6. Tacking a human in pets2000 sequence.

input space. The resulting tracker was shown to be robust
to image noise, partial occlusion, and changes in appear-
ance due to articulation. The tracker was compared to alter-
native generative and discriminative learning approaches to
achieve the same task of mapping between the conceptual
representation and the input space. The proposed method
yields the least error and is the most robust to image noise
w.r.t. the other approaches in the comparison.

One of the limitation of the proposed approach is the in-
ability to recover between-frame transformations if they fall
out of the learned range. However, this gap can be closed
by performing tracking at multi-resolutions which can com-
pensate for wider range of transformation at the higher lev-
els. Another alternative, is to combine other search-based
tracker to recover from failure. Certainly, any closed-form
solution will be suspect to image noise and other uncertainty
factors. Nevertheless, any closed-form solution provides
a good initial point for any robust estimation framework.
Our future objective is to combine the proposed approach
to model the geometric transforation manifold with other
factors affecting the appearance such as different views and
different illuminations. As pointed out in the introduction
linear subspace analysis was shown to be able to model mul-
tiple views and to model the illumination subspaces. This
suggests that views and/or illumination can be combined

through subspace analysis of the nonlinear mapping coeffi-
cient in a way similar to [9]. Alternative approach is to com-
bine multiple spaces using tensor-product interpolation [5].
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